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Engineered for strength... 
designed for beauty.  

Designed for Beauty
FrogStone™ units are textured 
with a random split face 
resembling weathered rock.  
Unit shapes and sizes are balanced 
to provide a natural profile which 
complements any design or style 
construction. FrogStone™ is the 
perfect choice for architects, 
designers and landscapers who 
want to match their retaining 
walls to the textures and colors of  
a project’s natural surroundings.

Installation Advantage
FrogStone™ light weight units 
have a large hollow core, unique 
SecureLug connection, gravel 
infill and tapered sides. These 
features allow maximum flexibility, 
ease of installation and cost 
savings while maintaining high 
structural integrity for both 
gravity and geosynthetic 
reinforced walls.

The NaTural BeauTy for aNy haBiTaT



1. excavaTe
Dig a base trench 24 inches to 36 inches wide 
and a minimum of 12 inches deep. Remove all 
vegetation and unsuitable organic soils. 
(Do not use these for structural backfill.) 
Compact soil base properly. 

2. PrePare leveliNg Pad
Fill trench with 6 inches of well graded gravel 
and compact firmly with vibrating  
compaction  
equipment.

3. level The Base
Level the gravel base from front to back  
and side to side. This procedure will 
ensure a straight and stable wall. 

4. lay your firsT course
Use a string line to align the first row of units. 
For smooth curves, use a flexpipe as the guide. 
Place each unit edge to edge, lining up the  
back of the units.

5. Build your Wall
Sweep the top of each course of units to clear 
debris. Half-stagger the next course so each 
unit is centered on two units below.  
Pull each unit forward to lock connecting 
lugs in place.

6. iNsTall Backfill
Place perforated drainage pipe behind the base 
of the wall. Add 12 inches of free — draining 
gravel behind the wall. Fill the hollow core of 
the units with the same materials. Place the 
backfill materials in layers of no more than 12 
inches deep. Compact each layer well, making 
sure to keep the compaction equipment 12 
inches away from the back of the wall.

7. reiNforce Wall
Place the geosynthetics on top and as close to 
the front of the units as possible. Lock the  
next course of units into place. Gently tension 
the geosynthetics toward the back of the 
compacted backfill. Repeat the backfilling 
steps. Always work from the back of the wall 
toward the end of the 
reinforced zone.

8. caP your Wall
Sweep off the top course of units. Secure caps 
to the top of the wall using an approved 
concrete adhesive. Use a level piece of string to 
properly align the capping. Place filter soil 
separation fabric on top of the backfill and 
drainage materials as well as the back side of 
the wall. Cover with top soil.

Unit Specifications

How to Install

Frogstone™ 
straIgHt Face

Weight 49 lb (22 kg)

Frogstone™  
corner 
Weight 46 lb (21kg)

Frogstone™ 
radIus Face 
Weight 49 lb (22 kg)

Frogstone™ 
random Face

Weight 49 lb (22 kg)

Frogstone™ unIt 
assembly

Frogstone™  
straIgHt cap

Weight 31 lb (14 kg)

Face texture may vary from one producer to another. Weights and dimensions are nominal. Specifications may change without notice. Verify exact information from  
your local FrogStone™ producer. FrogStone™ trademark and CornerStone®is a registered trademark of CornerStone Wall Solutions, Inc. Patents Pending. 
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